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9 presets(French Fries, Chicken, Steak, Bacon, 
Seafood, Shrimp, Vegetables, Desserts, and Frozen 
Foods), Preheat function and Dehydration function.

11 Cooking Functions

The Dehydrate preset has a time range of 30 min-
utes-12 hours and a temperature range of 40°-90°C. 
You can use the Dehydrate function “DEHY” to create 
dried fruits, veggies, beef jerky, and your own dried 
Mushrooms...

Dehydarte Function

FREE Cosori Recipe 

Book

Auto Shutoff function 

Safety features, such 

as overheat protection

          

Included Accessories: 

Comes with 1 dual-layer 

rack and 5 skewers

9 Original Presets 

One-touch Selections 

Dehydration Function 

Stainless Steel Appearance              

Features

Cosori Stainless steel 5.5 Litre 
Air fryer with Dehydrate 
Model:CP258-AF-DEU
Less oil, more flavor.
Cook fries, chicken, vegetables, Dehydrate snacks and 
more in a stylish stainless steel air fryer. Stainless 
Steel,High-quality materials create a durable air fryer 
that looks great, takes up little countertop space, and 
never smells of plastic during cooking.
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The detachable and nonstick baskets are dishwasher 
safe and provide the perfect amount of food for 3–5 
people.

Easy Cleanup & Perfect Portions 

Comes with 1 dual-layer rack and 5 skewers so 
you can expand your cooking capacity. Cook food 
in less time than a conventional oven and enjoy 
crispier results.

Included Accessories

Cosori chef-created recipes provide inspiration 
for every meal, so you never have to worry about 
what’s next on your menu. (10 Air fryer Recipes + 
10 Dehydrate Recipes)

Free Recipe Book 

Want fried food without as much oil, Cooking 
with the air fryer allows you to make the same 
foods you normally enjoy deep-fried but with 
85% less oil. Meet your health goals without 
sacrificing your favorite foods.

85% Less Oil 

High-quality materials create a durable air fryer 
that looks great on your countertop and takes up 
little space in your meal prep area.

Stainless Steel
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https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/18MgtUl9a_gvseKomjIvra9sbswarSLD5?usp=sharing

Image Link:  


